
monitor and biofeedback tool that can be applied to clinical
practice allowing people to better perform the exercise
program.
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Introduction
Football is the most popular sport in the world and there are
over 38 million players practicing it worldwide. In this sport,
players usually have a prefered lower limb over other. This
preference can lead to bilateral asymmetries and improve the
risk of injury in the players. It is important to understand if
asymmetries have an influence on athletes’ performance, on
balance or impulsion.
Objectives
The main objective of this study is to evaluate the bilateral and
unilateral asymmetries related to the lower limb muscle
strength of individuals who practice senior football, and
relate them to eventual impulse and balance deficits.
Methodology
11 soccer players (age 21.91 � 3.14 years; weight: 73.45 �
7.59 Kg; height: 178.91 � 8.02; BMI: 22.97 � 2,12) were
evaluated. The protocol defined in this study consisted of
collecting data on maximum concentric torque at 60o/s, 180o/
s and 300o/s in Biodex System 3. Both lower limbs were tested.
Then the Y-balance test was performed on a force platform and
the athletes’ flight time were recorded. We also calculated the
bilateral deficit between the dominant lower limb and the non-
dominant lower limb for the quadriceps and hamstrings and
the hamstring/quadriceps (H/Q) ratio for each lower limb
Results
There were no statistically significant differences between the
maximum torque produced by the dominant lower limb and
the maximum force torque produced by the dominant lower
limb (p < 0.05). The conventional I / Q ratio has values similar
to those described in the literature. The relationship between
bilateral asymmetry of lower limb strength, balance and
impulsion was not statistically significant (p > 0.05) at any
angular velocity.
Conclusion
There are no statistically significant differences between
bilateral and unilateral asymmetries of lower limb strength,
balance and impulsion.
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Introduction
Performing a dual-task (DT), mainly while walking and
performing another task simultaneously, is seen as determi-
nants factors for falls and injuries in older adults. A
psychomotor intervention relying on the prevention of
sensorimotor and neurocognitive deterioration may prevent
falls. The whole-body vibration (WBV) promotes the increase
of agility, reducing the risk of falling. However, an intervention
that combines both methods can lead to additional benefits,
particularly as regards DT.
Objectives
To evaluate the feasibility and the effect of two multimodal
programs designed for community-dwelling older adults,
fallers or at high risk of falling, on DT performance ability.

Methodology
Thirty-seven participants (74.3�5.2 years) were randomly
assigned into experimental group 1 [EG1] (psychomotor
intervention); or experimental group 2 [EG2] (psychomotor
intervention + WBV). DT performance (TUGcog) was
assessed by the Timed Up and Go Test (s) performed
simultaneously with the counting backward cognitive task.
Results
Adherence rate was 86.3%. Wilcoxon test comparisons showed
improvements from baseline to post-intervention on EG1
(time (s): 10.1�2.7 vs. 9.0�2.7, p = 0.001; cognitive stops (n):
0.9�1.0 vs. 0.2�0.4, p = 0.012; motor stops (n): 0.3�0.5 vs.
0.0�0.0, p = 0.025), corresponding to an effect size (cohen’s d)
ranging from 0.41 (small) to 0.92 (medium) and on EG2 (time
(s): 9.9�2.5 vs. 8.5�1.8, p = 0.010; cognitive stops (n): 1.1�0.7
vs. 0.4�0.5, p = 0.004), corresponding to a d ranging from 0.64
(medium) to 1.15 (medium). There were no significant
differences between groups.
Conclusion
These preliminary results suggested that the multimodal
programs were feasible and effective in reducing the risk of
falling by improving the determinant risk factor DT perfor-
mance. Trial Registration: ClinicalTrials.gov Identifier:
NCT03446352. Funding: This study was funded by ESACA
Project (Grant ALT20-03-0145-FEDER-000007) and by FCT
(SFRH/BD/147398/2019).
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Introduction
Paramedics may find innumerous circumstances that require
careful consideration of the patient’s clinical condition.
Because of that, communication between paramedics and
patients in a critical condition must be as clear and effective as
possible.
Objectives
This study aims to identify the communicative needs of
ambulance’s crew members when transporting non-urgent
people with communicative impairments and to create a tool
that facilitates the communicative process.
Methodology
A brainstorming was held at Associação de São Jorge to gather
information regarding the needs and difficulties experienced
by the ambulance’s crew members. An audio record of this
meeting was collected and a qualitative analysis was carried
out. Additionally, a questionnaire was fulfilled. Based on these
results, a first version of the communicative tool was
developed. A pluridisciplinary focus group was held to discuss
it, regarding content, form and utility. After this focus group,
the second version of the communicative tool was elaborated
to be tested by the crew members of this association. As so, a
dynamic of three hours was implemented to empower these
professionals to use this tool and other communicative
strategies.
Results
The qualitative analysis of the first meeting collected data
recognize as crew member’s needs: communicating basic and
immediate needs at clinical level and at colloquial discourse.
This data allowed to establish parameters for the construction
of the first version of the communicative tool. The referred
focus group identified the need to improve it, considering:
format, content and also the need to complement this tool
with other communicative facilitators (e.g. braille; gestures).
Conclusion
This study shows the need of facilitating the communication in
non-urgent transportation. Despite the modifications that
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